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Let A and B be commutative rings with identities, and A C B (which means, 
in particular, that A and B have the same identity). Then B is an A-module, 
and throughout this paper we will assume that B is a projective A-module. Let P 
be a projective B-module; then of course P is also projective as an -4-module. 
Finally, let .2: be an ideal in A and u E P; we are going to study the following 
two properties: 
(ME) (Maximal Extension.) If x is maximal in A then xB is maximal in B. 
(UE) (Unimodular Extension.) If u is unimodular over A then u is unimodular 
over B. 
Our main result (Theorem I) says that these are essentially equivalent. This, 
together with Theorem 2 (which is an easy consequence of Theorem I), provides 
a generalization of the results of [4] and [2], and places those results in what 
would appear to be their proper context. The application to the situation 
considered in [2] is described in Section 2, and yields a little more information 
than was obtained there, since Bass did not discuss the effect on the maximal 
spectrum. In Section 4 we apply our results to the extensions introduced in [4], 
and obtain the results of that paper in a much more general context, and with 
considerably less effort. 
1. I:NIM~DULAR EXTENSION 
In the context described above let 
O,(u) = {f(u) I ft Hom,,(P, A):, 
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(1) these are ideals in A and R, respectively; 
(2) u is unimodular over A if and only if O,(u) := A (and similarly for B); 
(3) O,(u) C x if and only if u E xP (and similarly for ideals in B). 
It follows from (2) and (3) that u is unimodular over A if and only if u 6 XP 
for all x E max A, and similarly for B. 
We will say that the extension A C B is split if there is an A-module homo- 
morphism E: B -+ A whose restriction to A is the identity (equivalently, such 
that ~(1) = 1); such an E is called a splitting map. 
[We might mention in passing that this property is equivalent to the following 
converse of (UE): 
(UC) (Unimodular Contraction.) If u is unimodular over B then u is uni- 
modular over A. 
Proof. If E is a splitting map and g E Hom,(P, B) with g(u) = 1, then 
cg E Hom,(P, A) and cg(u) = 1; h ence (UC) holds. Conversely, if (UC) holds 
then since 1 is unimodular over B it is also unimodular over A, i.e., there is 
an i2-module homomorphism E: B + A such that ~(1) = 1.1 
LEMMA 1. If B is an integral extension of iz with property (ME), then the map 
x -+ .rB is a homeomorphism 
max A -“-t mar B 
(with the Zariski topologies), whose inverse is y - y n A. 
Proof. The map sends max ,4 into max B by (ME). If x E mas A and 
y = xB, then certainly y n A = X. Conversely if y E max B and x == y n A 
then x E max A by the Cohen-Seidenburg theorem, so xB E max B, and xB C y 
so sB == y. Thus the given map is bijective and has the indicated inverse. The 
inverse map is always continuous, and is closed when B is integral over A 
[3, Proposition (6.1.10)]; since it is bijective in this case it is also open, and hence 
a homeomorphism. 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a projective extension of A. Then 
(1) if B is integral over A, (ME) +&es (UE); 
(2) if B is a split extension of A, (UE) implies (ME). 
Proof. (1) For any u E P, u is unimodular over A * u C# XP for all 
x E max A o u 6 (xB)P for all x E max A (since (xB)P = xP) o u I$ yP for all 
y E max B (by the lemma) * u is unimodular over B. This proves (UE), and we 
might note that the argument also shows the extension has property (UC), and 
so is split. 
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(2) Let E: B + A be a splitting map, and let .Y E max _4. TVe wish to 
show that XB E max B, so we must show that b, $ xB implies 
b,B + .vB ~- B. 
Since B is ,-;l-projective and b, 6 MB, O,,(b,) !$ s; hence 
and there is anfe Hom,,(B, A) and an a,, E I such that 
f(b,,) m! a,, -=: I. 
Let u = (b, , a,) E B @ B, and let 
be the projections on the first and second coordinates. Then 
so 1 E O,(U), and u is unimodular over _ -I. Then u is also unimodular over B, 
so there is a s E Hom,(B @ B, B) such that 
1 y-7 g(u) = b&l, 0) -i- %g(@ 1); 
hence 1 E b,B + xB, as desired. 
If Q is a projective A-module we define the minimum-rank of Q (denoted 




inf (dim, !a Q/xQ). 
.Ern&SA 
The projective modulus of the ring ,4 (denoted pm A) is the least nonnegative 
integer K such that every projective A-module of m - rk > k contains a uni- 
modular element, provided such a k exists; otherwise it is CO. (We do not 
require ,Q to be finitely generated in this definition.) 
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,L\gain let A, B, and P be as in the Introduction. Then: 
LEAI>\I:X 2. 111 - rk,P > (m - rk,P)(m rk,,B). 
(This is understood to be vacuous zchen the product on the right is undefined, 
that is, .zchen one factor is 0 and the other m. A31so, when the right-hand side is 
injinite the inequality simplJJ means that 111 - rk ,P =~- r,; we do not propose to 
compare mr-dinalities.) 
Proof. Let d = m - rk,B and r =:: ~1 - ~tz~Z>; then WC must show that for 
cverv .Y :i mar A 
dim , .,,(P*sP) _ : dr. 
Let in Pi’sl’. If y is a maximal ideal in B ~-1 B/sB and y is its inverse image 
in B, then 
dimsly(P/jtP) : dim, .,{(P;pP) >z r; 
hence m - rksP 3 r. Of course B is an ;2 ‘s-algebra of dimension ;d, so it will 
be sufficient to show that 
dim , ,,?I’ (m - rk#) (In - rlz, ,,,.B); 
it therefore suffices to prove the lemma under the additional hypothesis that A 
is a field. Suppose this is the case, and suppose first that max B is infinite. 
If I 0 there is nothing to prove, so we may also assume r > 0, i.e., 
dim.,(P J~P) > 1 for all JJ t max B. If J’, ,..., J,! are distinct elements of max B 
the natural map 
P -- l P/y,P FJ !‘c\ P/y,, P 
is onto by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, so it follows that dim,, P > n; 
this holds for all n, so dim, P -= m. 
Sow suppose max B is finite. Then max B is certainly noetherian, and has 
dimension 0 since it has the discreet topology; hence Serre’s theorem applies 
[I, Chap. l\‘;, Corollary 2.71, or [5, Part II, Theorem 11.21 and 
(I) ifr<co,PgB’@P,forsomeP,,; 
(2) if r = co then for each n, P z Bn @ P, for some I-‘,, 
In the first case dim P -; dim B’ 7 rd, and in the second dim P > nd for 
all d: in either case the lemma holds. 
‘I?-IEOKEM 2. Let B be projective and integral over -4 with property (ME), 
arid let 111 - vk,B = d. Then 
(1) pm B < (I/d)(pm A); 
(2) if max A is noetherian, 
pm B -< (I/d)(dim max B). 
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(In both cases the assertion is understood to be vacuous when the expression on 
the right is undefined.) 
Proof. (1) If d = 0 or pm A --- co the inequality is trivial, so we may 
suppose d ,> 0 and pm A < xc. Let P be a projective B-module with 
m - rk,P > (1 /d)(pm A); we must show that P contains an clement which is 
unimodular over B. But by Lemma 2 
m ~-. rk,.,P -; d (m ~ vk,P) > pm A, 
so P contains an element which is unimodular over A, and by Theorem 1 this 
same element is unimodular over B. (Note that the degenerate cases of the lemma 
cannot occur, since d and m - rk,P are both ;-0.) 
(2) A,Iax d is homeomorphic to max B by Lemma 1, so dim max B 
dim max A. Since max d is noetherian this dimension is ;zprn A by Serre’s 
theorem, and (2) follows from (1) provided (I) applies. There are two cases in 
which (1) cannot be applied: d = pm =I -~ 0 and n = pm A -= m. But in 
both cases (l/d)(dim max B) is either undefined or infinite (since dim mas B 
dim max A :I- pm =I), so the result holds trivially. 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let F be a field, K an algebraic extension field of F, and =1 
an F-algebra such that 
for all .Y E max i-l. (“> 
Let B == A @F K. Th en B is certainlv a split, projective, integral estension 
- of A, and BIxB g (ii/x) $ZJ K g K f or all x E max A, so (ME) holds and our 
results all apply. (Note that B is a free A-module of dimension [K: F], so in 
Theorem 2, d = [A?: F].) Condition (‘“) IS satisfied in any of the following 
situations: 
(a) A is a direct sum of copies of F. 
(b) F is the real numbers and A = C(X), the ring of continuous real-valued 
functions on a compact Hausdorff space X. If we take K to be the complex 
numbers the theorem yields (by way of the correspondence with vector bundles 
described in [6]) the familar fact that the stable range for complex vector bundles 
on X is half that for real vector bundles. 
(c) The ring extensions considered in Section 4. In particular, these 
include all the rings discussed in [4]. 
(2) Eollowing Bass [2, pp. 36-441, we will call a triple (A, B, 0) a BLM- 
extension of degree d if: 
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(i) B is a free A-algebra with basis 
{ 1) H, H” )..., 0” ‘I; 
(ii) if h = Et-’ a,@ (a, E .-l for all ;) and a,,_, is invertible in A then b is 
invertible in B. 
It certainly follows from (i) that B is a split, projective, integral extension of A; 
we wish to investigate condition (ii). Consider the following stronger condition: 
(ii’) An element of B which is unimodular over A is invertible in B. 
(Xotc that “invertible in B” is equivalent to “unimodular over B,” so (ii’) is a 
special case of (UE).) We claim that when (i) holds, the conditions (ii), (ii’), (UE), 
and (NE) are all equivalent. Clearly (ii’) implies (ii), and (UE) is equivalent to 
(PIE) by Theorem 1; the argument on p. 39 of [2] shows that (ii) implies (UE), 
so it only remains to show that (ME) implies (ii’). But this is clear: if b is uni- 
modular over iz then b 6 sB for all x E max A, so b is not in any maximal ideal 
of B (by Lemma l), i.e., b is invertible. 
Thus BLM-extensions satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and the results 
of [2] are contained in part (1) of that theorem (but it takes the argument on 
17. 39 of [2] to show this.) 1Ve also get some information not obtained in [2]: 
If (A, B, 19) is a BLM-extension of degree d the map x - xB is a homeomor- 
phism of max A with max B, and when these spaces are noetherian 
pm B < (l/d) dim max B. 
3. FIELDS niOT ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED 
LI<MMA 3. If F is a$eld which is not algebraically closed, then for every n 3.5 1 
there is a polynomial 71L E F[X, ,..., S,,] whose only zero ix F” is (0 ,..., 0). 
(\Ve are indebted to Jacob Towber for the essential point in the proof, which 
is the definition of Q-~ . A po ynomial 1 with this property will be called a Towber 
polynomial of order K) 
Proof. This is clear when n = 1 so we can begin with rz . Let 
bc a polynomial in F[X] with no roots in F, and let 
then certainly ~~(0, 0) 0. If (i2 ,.+ 0 and ~~(0~ , n,) =- 0 then f$(ur,fr,) 0. 
contrarv to the definition of 4; hence N? must be 0, and then n, 0 also. 
Now define 7,! recursivel\~ bv- 
for all II ; _ 3; this clearly satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 
Let I be an ideal in F[;i; ,..,, .Y,,] and 1-(I) the variety of rational points of 1 
in F” i e. , . a 
Lemma 3 has the following curious consequence: 
COKOLLARY. If I is an ideal in F[*l\, ,..., -\-,,I a&F is not al,ebuaicnl!z’ closed, 
then there is a p E I such that 1 ?(I) 1-(P). 
PYOOf. I,et 1 : (fi )...) fi), let ~~(~1; ,..., -lVA.) be a ‘I’owber polynomial of 
order h, and let p ~~~ Tli(fi ,..., f,;); since ~~(0,..., 0) ~~ 0 the constant term in T!, 
is 0, and p E I. For any n EF” 
so p(u) = 0 if and only iffC(a) = 0 for every i; hence I.(p) C.(Z). 
Tf F is not algebraically closed ev-cry variety of rational points in F” can 
therefore be defined by a single polynomial; this contrasts strongly with the 
algebraically closed case where a variety of dimension k in F” cannot be defined 
by less than II ~~ k polynomials. 
Let F be a field which is not algebraically closed, 1 an ideal in &[AXM] = 
F[X; ). . , A-,,] and A F[A]/I. I*et 
I* : = {u EF” : f(u) 0 for allffzIj; 
then the elements of A define functions from 1~. to F. For any ideal 1= in _ I let 
these are the closed sets of a topolog! for I -. 
Let CT be a fised nonempty subset of I-. \f-hen wc speak of I,” as a topological 
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space we will always be referring to the topology induced from the above topology 
on T7. Let 
S={aErl,a(r;)fOforallvEC’); 
then S is closed under multiplication so we have a ring of quotients A,r whose 
elements define functions from ZT to F. For each z E C let 
then clearly M, E max .;I, for every 2’ E Cr. 
LEhlhYA 4. The map v + ilZ, is a homeonzprphism 
Proof. Certainly u + zI implies M, :/- M, . Let M == (fr ,...,fk) E max A,, 
and let 7k eF[;k; ,..., Xk] be a Towber polynomial of order h (recall that F is not 
algebraically closed). Again, ~~(0,..., 0) = 0 implies that ~~(fr ,..., fk) E M, so 
~Jfr ,...,fJC) is not a unit in A, , and must therefore have a zero on U; sav 
Then fi(zl) = 0 for all i (by the defining property of TV), so 112 _C M, , and M 
is maximal, so 112 = M1,. The map is therefore onto and hence bijective. 
For any ideal L in A M, 1 LA, if and only if U(U) = 0 for all a EL, i.e., 
z’ E V(L); a subset of U is therefore closed if and only if its image is closed in 
max -4, , so the map is homeomorphism. 
Let K be an algebraic extension field of F and B 7 A @JF K; then B, -- 
;l, $3 K. We have just shown that max A, = {MJrEU , and certainly A,/M, g F 
for every z, so the extension A, C B, satisfies the conditions of Example 1 
in Section 2, and all the results of Sections 1 and 2 apply. (Note that the degene- 
rate cases of Theorem 2 cannot occur, since m - rR,,s(B,) = [K: F] 2: 1, and 
pm d, and dim max B, are both finite.) 
The elements of B and the elements of B, both define functions on U with 
values in K; let 
7’ = (b E B ! b(v) + 0 for all v E U>, 
and for each v E U let 
Clearly M,B, C M,. , and :lI,B, is maximal in B, , so M,.B, =y N,, , This holds 
for all F E G, so by Lemmas 1 and 4 max R, = {N,.,.,U . If t E T the image 
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oft in B, is certainly not in any -V. , so this image is a unit in B, ; hence B, = B, . 
This completes the proof of: 
THEOREM 3. Let F be afield which is tlot al,ebuaically closed and k’ an akebraic 
extension jield of F of degree d (which may be co). Define A, B, S, T, and U as 
above. Then 
(I) 13, -L B,; 
(2) the maps zl - M,: - N, are homeomorphisms 
(3) pm B, < (l/d) pm A, < (l/d) dim max B, . 
This theorem includes all the results of [4] without any of the restrictions 
imposed in that paper. For a specific example take F to be the real numbers, 
K the complex numbers, A = FIX1 , X-, , &]/(X1” -I- Xa2 -{- Xaz - I), and 
U = V = 9. Then d = 2 and the Krull dimension of A is 2, so dim max A, < 2 
and (l/d) dim max B, < 1. Let C,(F) d enote the ring of continuous complex- 
valued functions on S”. Then the action of Br on S2 defines a map B, --+ CK(S2), 
whose restriction to B is the embedding used by Swan in [6]. In the proof of 
Theorem 5 of that paper Swan constructs a projective B-module P’ of rank 1 
for which P’ &JR C,(F) is not a free C,(P)-module. Then P’ @J8 B, cannot be 
a free B,-module (since P’On C,(S”) P’@jLI B,(&,r CK(S2)), so the 
projective modulus of B, must be at least I. This shows that the inequalities 
in part (3) of the theorem arc the best possible, and the inequalities in Theorem 2 
are therefore also the best possible. 
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